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INSIDE READ ON FOR THE FULL



REPORT OR CLICK ON THE LINKS BELOW TO GO DIRECTLY TO A TOPIC. THE POWER OF MOBILITY 6 COOLEST THINGS WE SAW AT MWC



Mobile is no longer just a category or medium, and it’s more than a device or platform. Mobile is wrapped within and around nearly every human activity. It’s that ubiquitous. This year’s Mobile World Congress, held February 22- 25 in Barcelona, was once again the premiere place to showcase the trends and technologies shaping the world’s collective mobile future.



Key trends at this year’s show included 5G wireless networks, mobile commerce and wireless virtual reality. The following report highlights the most important themes and technologies from this year’s show and how marketers can use them to deliver on mobile’s promise of connected freedom.



CONNECTED FREEDOM: HOW MARKETERS CAN LIBERATE MOBILE CONSUMERS VOICES FROM MOBILE WORLD CONGRESS



THE POWER OF MOBILITY You can always expect to find the coolest new devices at Mobile World Congress, as Samsung’s launch of the Galaxy S7 proved this



year. But it’s the hardware peripherals and an infrastructure overhaul that will power much of the innovation in mobile in the year ahead.



KEY INSIGHTS



BANDWIDTH BOOM



The only trend that may have been bigger than virtual reality at MWC was 5G, the successor to 4G wireless networks. With a goal of increasing network capacity 1,000 times over, a global 5G infrastructure will pave the way for greater adoption of high-def video, the Internet of Things and wireless VR—among other use cases. Wireless carriers’ plans will have to adapt as well, as pay-per-gigabyte plans will prove cost prohibitive for consumers.  



MODULAR MOBILE



Tinkerers, makers, hackers and LEGO fans would have loved MWC, as manufacturers rolled out devices that physically or wirelessly connect with each other. This offers an emotional appeal for consumers who crave customization. It also can be a two-fold win for brands: While they can promote that consumers are able to update individual components instead of replacing a whole device, it also attracts consumers into their entire product ecosystem.  



CONSTANT COMMERCE



The mobile wallet is central to online and offline retailing working closely together, as consumers are increasingly completing transactions with mobile devices and then picking up their purchases in-store. Look for banks and retailers to further stoke consumer demand. MWC also showcased new security features, such as Visa using retina scanning, which has the added benefit of working faster than fingerprint identification.



6 COOLEST THINGS WE SAW AT MOBILE WORLD CONGRESS CONNECTED CAR—ANY CAR



VIRTUAL REALITY



The Internet of Things isn’t a future fantasy. Xee brings the connected car to life with tech that makes any auto—no matter the make, model or year— Internet-connected. Xee demonstrates just how accessible IoT really is and underscores the burgeoning opportunities for brands to connect with consumers in this previously out-of-reach environment.



Startup vTime has built a social network for VR users, creating a group interactive experience and taking online user interaction to the next level. Brands can play, too, by creating immersive environments for consumers (and their friends) from anywhere in the world. Of course, no one could miss the Samsung and Facebook VR partnership announcement at MWC.



360 VIDEO



VISUAL SEARCH



The GIROPTIC 360cam empowers users—brands included—to shoot 360degree virtual reality video. The waterproof camera records immersive stills and time-lapse video ready for viewing on VR headsets without post-production processing.



Wide Eyes Technologies allows consumers to use their mobile device to scan photos of clothing—from magazines or online—and get instant links to buy the exact piece or one just like it. Search has moved into the physical world, enabling brands to put their products in the palm of the user’s hand.



EMOTION TRACKING



VIRTUAL SHOPPING



Emotion Research Labs uses sophisticated facial recognition technology embedded into digital signage that can measure users’ reactions to brands. This pioneering look into consumers’ emotions will further empower brands to create content that really moves people.



Etisalat has created a digital screen where users in subway stations and other on-the-go locations can buy groceries from a virtual supermarket and have them delivered straight to their home. This 3D spontaneous environment might forever alter digital out-of-home shopping.



CONNECTED FREEDOM: HOW MARKETERS CAN LIBERATE MOBILE CONSUMERS USE OPT-INS FOR GOOD



KEY INSIGHTS



Smart devices have fundamentally changed how humans interact with each other and with brands. But mobile is about more than a device or platform. It’s about connected freedom, as Laura Desmond, Publicis Groupe CRO & SMG Global CEO, said before a crowd of 5,000 at a MWC keynote address Feb. 23. Key points in her presentation included:



Brands that abuse push notifications are hurting themselves. Push notifications are meaningless absent utility. To more quickly and efficiently connect hosts and renters, for example, Airbnb used opt-in push notifications to deliver utility, resulting in booking increases of 8x the average when both parties opted into them.



RESPECT MOBILE INTIMACY



Look no further than Samsung’s VR demo at MWC to see the excitement around virtual reality. Brands, working with the tech and entertainment communities, can shape the future of VR. The content we create must respect the intimacy between device and consumer. Experiences that disrespect or intrude on the user will stop VR’s growth cold.



MAKE WALLS INVISIBLE



Too often walls are erected that ruin mobile experiences. Passwords, for instance, are a huge barrier, which is why Google is testing passwordfree logins with mobile devices. Marketers must provide more connection, more sharing, more utility and more opportunity for consumers on mobile or risk losing their trust.



STITCH IT ALL TOGETHER



Creating mobile experiences that consumers can share and engage with anywhere, anytime requires everyone—marketing, data, product, content, customer service—working seamlessly together. Samsung Pay and Visa Checkout are great examples of this, adding value by closing the gap between wanting and buying to a tap or swipe. Such ease of use is one reason why mobile commerce is projected to increase 205% to $626 billion by 2018, according to Goldman Sachs.



CLICK HERE TO WATCH LAURA DESMOND’S MWC KEYNOTE ADDRESS



VOICES FROM MOBILE WORLD CONGRESS “WE INNOVATE AND PIONEER TO OVERCOME OBSTACLES AND REALIZE WHAT OTHERS ONLY DREAM ABOUT.” DJ Koh, President of Mobile Communications Business, Samsung Electronics



“THE ORIGINAL CREDIT CARD WAS NEVER DESIGNED FOR THE INTERNET. WE WANT EVERYTHING TO BE DONE WITH ONE HAND AND ONE THUMB.” Sam Shrauger, SVP, Digital Solutions, Visa



INDUSTRY EXPERTS WEIGH IN ON THE TOP TRENDS FROM #MWC16



“PRETTY SOON WE’RE GOING TO LIVE IN A WORLD WHERE EVERYONE HAS THE POWER TO SHARE AND EXPERIENCE WHOLE SCENES AS IF YOU’RE JUST THERE, RIGHT THERE IN PERSON.”



“ONE OF VIRTUAL REALITY’S GREATEST GIFTS IS ITS ABILITY TO UNFOLD MULTIPLE STORIES.”



“DATA ISN’T THE COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE; IT’S THE ALGORITHM THAT CREATES VALUE.” Lisa Donohue, CEO, Starcom USA



David Berkowitz, CMO, MRY



Mark Zuckerberg, CEO and Co-Founder, Facebook



“THE INDUSTRY NEEDS GREATER URGENCY IN TACKLING THE MOBILE REVOLUTION.” Lou Paskalis, SVP, Enterprise Media Executive, Bank of America



MOBILE WORLD CONGRESS 2016: LOU PASKALIS, BANK OF AMERICA, AND LISA DONOHUE, STARCOM USA
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